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Correspondence
Meeting of November 4, 2010

a.

Correspondence
1. None at this time

b.

eConnment
1. See attached.
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4. Estimated Time: 30 minutes Appeal: AT & Todd Fellows Cemetery Monopine
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(Noticed on 10-4-10)
Steve Belzer

Regarding items 4 and

5 - I support the application for a cell site at Odd Fellows and oppose

Support

steve@belzercarrlaw.com the one at the Balshor site. These should be co-located on the monopine in the cemetery.
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4531 Capri Way District 4
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Nancy Yilk

I am a local business owner in the Land Park area for the last 16 years. I oppose to the

optimumhealthonline@c

increasing of the tower in height to accomdate more than one cell tower. I get that we will

•omcast.net

indeed see the increase of cell towers to met the needs of data and cell service, however

3220 Riverside Blvd

keeping in light the risk of having abnormal sized towers is not in the interest of residents or
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land use. This site may met ATT's needs but does not TMobiles and unfairly rewards one site
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to the other at 2616 Riverside.
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Estimated Time 30 minutes T-Mobile Riverside Boulevard Monopine (P07-
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153) (Noticed on 10-4-10)
Sandy Patterson

I would like to voice my support of the proposed T-Mobile Cellular Tower at the Balshor Florist

District 4

location at 2661 Riverside Blvd. I have read all the information contained in the agenda
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packet and do not think the tower would detract from the environment in any way. It blends
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in quite nicely and would provide the much-needed reception in that area. If we can support
our local businesses without it being detrimental, then by all means we should. Thank you for
your consideration.
Nancy Yilk

I am in favor of the construction of TMoilbes site here it meets their coverage better, in is a
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small less offensive monopole, the process or application and the Balshors handling with the
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neighborhood has been an example to model on how we as a community should act with each

3220 Riverside Blvd

other in assess objection and develope cooperation. This site should be approved and the
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permit at Oddfellows should be reduced in height. As a local business owner I have heard of
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no objections to the Balshor site.

Steve Belzer

Oppose the monopine at the Balsor site. See my comment to item 4. 'There should be co-
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steve@belzercarrlaw.com location at the Odd Fellows site.
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Vehicular Traffic on K Street
Reed Geisreiter

As owner of 916 K Street, we are completely in support of the cars on K Street project.
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I Item 4-AT&T Odd Fellows Cemetery Monopine
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Cell Tower Proposal Appealed by Local Neighborhood Group
Appeal to be heard at council within the next 15 days

Dear. Neighbors, We are asking for your help and support now to get the proposed tower moved to a commercially
zoned property. As proposed, the project will set a precedent detrimental to all residentially zoned properties, and
here, the tower will lower property values and render some homes unsaleable depending on proximity and visibility.
This tower will be an uninviting marquee at a popular intersection and discourage new investment in the
neighborhood. The Land Park Community Association recommended it here instead of on Riverside Blvd; another
example of how wealthy homeowners make sure their own neighborhood is protected. We are more than just
sandbags on the front line of land use battles. We support new facilities but not on residentially zoned property. The
tower could easily be built in the commercial zone on 5"h Street well away from residential uses, but some city
decision-makers have indicated support and AT&T is exploiting the rift in the neighborhoods. There are a lot of
consultants and politicians now monitoring this project; will it be built as recommended by city staff?
There is an older monopine hosting many carriers nearby in West Sacramento at the intersection of South River
Road and Linden Road by the river. Fake tree cell towers were designed for rural highway use but look horrible
from closer distances, go see for yourself. There is no guarantee that over time our new monopine will look any
different than the one in West Sacramento.
Here is a concept of the proposed tower
for Odd Fellows Cemetery. Note how
close it is to Muir Way and residents and
how it dominates the intersection. If you
do not like the telephone poles there
you will not like the monopine. It will
NOT blend in with nearby trees.
Our message to City Council:
• Reject the project.
• Consider alternate sites in the
• commercial areas.
• Hold applicant to reasonable EMF
levels shown on their application.
• Review existing policies to reduce the
growing cell tower problem.

Block Captains Are Needed
Attend the City Council Meeting
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We need block captains to arrange a meeting for us and your nearby neighbors. We can come to your block and
make a brief presentation and hope that after a discussion you will agree the tower location is wrong and you will
attend the City Council. Appeal night, tentatively scheduled for late September or early October, has not been
determined yet. Please call Dan Hood at 444-9798 or Luree Stetson at 447-3803 if you can volunteer or would like
more information. If you can't attend any of the meetings, please consider sending an email objecting to the project
to the City Planner, Antonio Ablog at :aabloo Ocityofsacranianta,drq
_
.
_ citing planning commission item P10-001 and
please cc us at r.dan.hood@gmail.coni.
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